
 

 
LIST OF EXHIBITORS: 

 

 
  POWEREXPO ASTANA                                    MACHEXPO KAZAKHSTAN                                 NDT KAZAKHSTAN 

 
 

KAZAKHSTAN: 
 
 

 
KAZAKHSTAN REGISTER 

 

The main objective of this public institution is to create a 
mechanism for sectoral insurance of the activities of entities 
with the subsequent transfer of a part of government 
functions to the sphere of self-regulation. 

 
NILED KAZAKHSTAN, LLP 

 

Leading expert in the field of production of linear fittings for 
self-supporting insulated wire and development of 
construction technologies for overhead lines with self-
supporting insulated wires. 

 
AST-TECHNOSERVICE, LLP  

The main direction of the company is sales, warranty and 
post-warranty repair, installation and maintenance of 
products of the largest Russian plants. 

 
KOBOLD INSTRUMENTS, LLP 

 

Leading company in the field of industrial measuring and 
control equipment for measuring flow, pressure, level and 
temperature. 

 

 
CNCO KAZAKHSTAN, LLP 

  

The main activity is an Inspection Services of quality control 
of welding joints in metals, non-corrosive steels and 
polyethylene combinations.  

 
 
TRASTINVEST ASTANA, LLP 

 

The company is the representative of the largest Russian 
manufacturers of equipment for construction, road-building, 
mining, grain processing, and food industry. 

 
TREST 
SREDAZENERGOMONTAZH 

 

Construction and assembly company,  specialized in 
production facilities, also carrying out the functions of 
managing companies in the fuel and energy sector in the 
construction of CHP plants, installation, repair and 
reconstruction of heat power equipment. 

 
 
INSTITUTE OF AUTOMATION 

 Complex solutions for telemechanics. 
We carry out design, produce and supply equipment, 
perform installation, adjustment and maintenance of 
telemechanics devices. 

 
 
OMNIS KZ (ОМНИС КЗ), ТОО 

 

Omnis is one of the most active and attractive participants in 
the lighting market. 
Favorable lighting. 
RELIABLE, FUNCTIONALLY, AVAILABLE. 
OMNIS 

 
 
UNION OF MACHINE BUILDERS 
OF KAZAKHSTAN 

 

A voluntary association of legal entities established for the 
purpose of coordinating actions, representing and promoting 
interests, as well as joint activity in the market of 
requirements for engineering products, works and services 
in the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

 
WORLDSKILLS KAZAKHSTAN 
(JSC “Holding “Kasipkor”) 

 WorldSkills is the international non-profit movement, which 
aimed to increase the prestige of blue-collar jobs and to 
develop professional skills. WorldSkills has a direct impact 
on the growth of vocational education worldwide: from 
traditional crafts to multidisciplinary professions of 
manufactory and service industries in the 76 participating 
countries. 



 
 
RUSSIA: 

 
FIZPRIBOR IC 

 

The company specializes in the development and is the 
manufacturer of devices for ultrasonic nondestructive 
testing. It is the only manufacturer in Russia of equipment for 
metrological verification of ultrasonic flaw detectors. 

 
 
SVERDLOVSK WORKS OF 
CURRENT TRANSFORMERS 

 
The company is dynamically developing enterprise, with long 
history and rich experience in transformer's manufacturing. 

 
 
ISKROLINE GROUP OF 
COMPANIES 

 

The company is engaged in the development, production, 
sale and servicing of optical emission spectrometers with 
sources of spectra excitation based on various types of 
discharges (spark, arc, HF, microwave, laser). 

 
EKF   

EKF is one of the leading manufacturers of highest quality 
low-voltage electric devices. The company’s output 
comprises a range of 6 000 items in 10 product groups. EKF 
is active in more than 15 countries worldwide - the company 
is involved in ambitious expansion in new markets. 

 

      INCOTEX ELECTRONICS 
GROUP  

The company produces more than 800 types of diverse 
products and exclusively own development, which are 
created in R & D divisions. 

 
 

ELECTROTECHNICAL 
FACTORIES “ENERGOMERA”, 
JSC 

 

 

A subsidiary company of JSC "Concern Energomera", that 
works in one of four Concern’s business segments – 
electrotechnical instrument engineering. 

 
MATRICA, LTD.  

 

The company is one of the leading Russian manufacturers 
of modern multifunctional electricity meters and additional 
equipment for electricity metering systems, which are not 
inferior in quality and functionality to the best world samples. 

 
 
CZECH REPUBLIC: 

 
 
STARMANS ELECTRONICS 
 

 

Designs and manufactures the most progressive and 
innovative equipment, which is used for non-destructive 
testing. 

 
 
TOSHULIN, a.s. 
 

 

During its existence, the company has supplied more than 
13 500 processing machines to 60 countries of the world, 
and its purpose is to continue and develop cooperation with 
Czech and foreign customers. 

 
 
TOS KUŘIM – OS, a.s. 
 

 

Since its foundation, it has pioneered the introduction of new 
technologies, and the company's trademark has become a 
global symbol of reliable and accurate machines with a long 
service life. 

 
ČKD BLANSKO – OS, a.s. 
 

 

The expansion of TOS KUŘIM's production facilities allowed 
the production of the ČKD BLANSKO-OS subsidiary to be 
rescheduled. Because of the merger of the two companies, 
it is a unique manufacturing enterprise with a wide range of 
offered machines and powerful technical equipment. 

 
UZBEKISTAN: 

UZBEKCHIMMASH PLANT   

A leading chemical machine building enterprise. The main 
type of equipment due to past-war time was chemical 
equipment and turbo compressors. 

 
 
 
 
 



TURKEY: 

VEKMAR ELEKTRIK 

 

Vekmar Elektrik Sistemleri Yatırım ve Ticaret A.Ş. operates 
in the energy sector since its establishment in 1994. Our 
scope of activities are electrical equipment supply, and 
providing services in electrical contracting, engineering, 
design, and panel manufacturing. We are the distributing 
and application partner of leading global and Turkish quality 
brands such as ABB, Schneider Electric, Philips, UMEB, 
Koncar, Ulusoy Electric, Phoenix Contact, Wago, Eaton 
among others. 

 
POLAND: 

APATOR S.A. 

 

Apator Group focuses its activity in two segments of the 
electromechanical industry: metering and switchgear. 
Offer of the companies of group includes metering 
equipment for all utilities (prepayment and post-payment 
electrical energy meters, heat meters, gas meters, water 
meters, temperature sensors). The above offer is a base for 
the development of systems enabling energy usage 
metering, remote reading, teletransmission and visualisation 
of data. 

 
SOUTH KOREA: 

D&B HOUSING Co., Ltd  

 

Company of driven force with renewable energy and low 
carbon green growth to leap to the world. 

 
GERMANY: 

ZCC CUTTING TOOLS 
 

ZCC-CT produces high quality and high performance cutting 
tools. The extensive product range includes carbide 
indexable inserts (coated and uncoated), indexable insert 
made from cermet, CBN, PCD and ceramics, solid carbide 
tools, as well as tool holders and milling bodies. ZCC-CT is 
a long-term and reliable partner in the global metal cutting 
industry. 

 


